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Photography & the Art of Seeing
Not so very long ago, photographers were few and far
between. Sustained efforts were needed to acquire the
art; much patience and attention to detail were requisite
for its practice. Thanks, however, to recent and rapid
advances, anyone with perfected apparatus and accessories
can avoid errors and take excellent photographs.

Whereas some agree with Boileau that every work of art
can be so thoroughly analyzed and rationalized as to make
the representation of beauty a science, subject to fixed
rules, others regard this representation as the spontaneous
expression of the artist's personality.

The artistic quality of a photograph is a function of the
'art of seeing'. What, precisely, is the nature of this art?
The art of seeing cannot be summarized in a few words, nor
is this my aim. My purpose is to open your eyes to the
multiform aspects of the visible world which habitually pass
unnoticed. My aim will have been achieved if, you, being
interested in photography, acquire the taste and the habit
of seeing; if you discard conventional aspects; and if you
become better acquainted with the meaning of that visual
language known as photography.

What attracts our attention in the universe is a function of
our interests, of our temperament, of our ideas and our
culture. In essentials, photography is a choice which bears
the stamp of our individuality."

Marcel Natkin - Paris 1948
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WELCOME
to

GRAAFF-REINET
The Congress Committee welcomes you, and wishes you a
week of photographic fulfillment and friendship, an
experience of light and brightness.

We would like to thank all our sponsors for making this
congress possible.

Our world is changing before our eyes at a pace
we never thought possible a few short years ago.
It is incumbent upon us to record the richness
and beauty, the starkness and the unseemly that
we see before us, as well as to explore the
deepest recesses of our imagination in order to
generate those images that will contribute to a
culture of learning and understanding among
those who will follow us-along life's path.

Terry Carew FPSSA
President
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CONGRESS NOTES
The Registration Desk - Exhibitions -Info Desk & PSSA Desk will all
be in the Thibault Hall at the Drostdy Hotel (DH), i.e. the place
where you collected your registration pack. This venue will only be
open "in between times" excepting for on Monday when it will be
open from 08h00 till 17h00.

The alternate venue is the John Rupert Theatre (JRT) and this is
where the lectures will be given. The venue is listed for each item
on the program. The John Rupert Theatre will only be open during
lecture times.

Venues for teas will be announced each day.

The John Rupert Theatre has only one WC for the ladies and one for
the gents - this is going to put quite a bit of pressure on the
plumbing - please will those of you who are agile and able make use
of the Drostdy Hotel facilities.

If you chose to have or be a buddy then you will find details in your
registration pack - look out for your buddy this evening at the
Candlelight Supper.

Any queries can be addressed to the info team or to any person
wearing a blue name-tag. Please wear your name tags at all times to
help make this a friendly Congress.

"How much better is it to get wisdom than gold!"
Proverbs 16 vs 16
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The Drostdy, which is the first
of our bases for this week,

Was restored in 1975
to exactly what it

was in 1806.

The reception and public areas of the hotel are housed in the
Drostdy itself and it is tastefully furnished· with pieces from· the
Oude Meester Collection of South African antiques and paintings.
Behind· the main building is the Drostdyhof. In this quiet little
street with its old-fashioned lamps are situated the small houses
which were formerly occupied by freed slaves. Each room or suite
is individually furnished with the comfortable and elegant furniture
of a bygone age.

Our second base, the John Rupert Little Theatre served as a
mission church for more than a century. It was known as "Die
Groot London" - the Great London Church - and was·consecrated by
Dr John Philip of the London Mission Society. In 1920 the Society
sold it to the United Congregational Church who used it until a new
church was completed. Dr Anton Rupert
acquired it in 1969 and after restoring
it, donated it to the Town Council
in perpetual Trust.

After serving the
town as an Art Gallery
for some ten years, the PP2"ii!S"F-CUE--%CFS:
building was converted · · · ..,._
into a Little Theatre in 1980.
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The Lecturers

Hermi Baartman, head of the Graaff-Reinet Museum for
the past 8 years is one of the lucky people who look forward
to each day at the job. She was born in Namibia and grew up
with the Bushmen and Nama people.

She has a diploma in Commercial Art and loves to do all kinds
of crafts, calligraphy and painting. Her newest love is
history and she specializes in the history of the town. Anglo
Boer War, 2" World War and the palaeontology of Gondwana
Land.

Frank Ward first joined a camera club soon after the war.
He disagreed strongly with the concept of competitive
photography, and noticing that his blood pressure soared
alarmingly at every judging session, he left the club (JPS)
after a very short membership.

Nevertheless his interest persisted and some twenty years
later (after switching to better medication), he felt that he
might, at a more mellow age, be able to tolerate the judging
of photographs. This did not happen, but this time instead of
leaving the club, he decided to try and change the system.
The result? To this very day, the JPS does not judge prints,
but discusses them instead.

Franks digital prints will be on show throughout the week as
part of the Congress Exhibitions.
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The Lecturers
Dan Swart APSSA graduated from UNISA with a degree in
fine art and was for many years an art teacher at Jeppe Boys
High and was Head of the Art Department at the
Johannesburg Art, Ballet, Drama and Music School. He states
his influences as including Walter Battiss, Willliam Wegmann,
Cindy Sherman and Sandy Skoglund.

He is. involved with the camera clubs and holds an
Associateship from PSSA in Monochrome Prints. His
exhibition entitled "Tableaux" will be on display throughout
the week.

Barrie Wilkins Hon MPSSA, FPSSA(Dux), Hon FRPS, Hon PSA,

FPSA, ESFIAP has been awarded many honours, most recently
the Hon PSA. He has delivered countless lectures here and

· overseas, held exhibitions and has his photographs marketed
by numerous photo agencies throughout the world. While his
all-round· photographic skills are undisputed he is best known
for his excellent wildlife work. Lately Barrie has entered the
digital revolution and he will be showing his awe-inspiring .
audio-visuals.

Jill Sneesby Hon FPSSA, FPSSA(Dux), MPSSA, AFIAP has been
active in PSSA for many years now. Apart from many
honours, successes in salons and competitions {both nationally
and internationally), judging, exhibiting, the organising of
congresses - and not forgetting the taking of photographs -
she too has discovered the joys of the computer AV's.
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The Lecturers

Jules Cohen first became involved in photography in the
latter part of the 1960s. He was very involved with the
Johannesburg Photographic Society and started his own
professional studio. He then moved on to a career in graphic
design and his discovery of the computer and its uses has
lead to his darkroom being converted to a wine cellar.
Retirement has lead to his time being devoted to artistic
creation and he will be talking on various aspects of the use
of the computer in photography.

William Daffue FPSSA is a Veterinarian who practices in
Kroonstad. He has been involved in photography for about 10
years and holds a Fellowship from PSSA. He is actively
involved in conservation and is a very keen mountaineer having
climbed and photographed in Africa, South America and the
Himalayas. He will deliver a talk entitled Landscapes and
Light.

Lou Coetzer FPSSA started photography at school in the
late 1980s. In the beginning of the 1990s he started work as
a professional sports photographer and he has had numerous
successes in the Allied Bank Sports Photographer of the
Year Competition. Apart from gaining several honours from
PSSA he runs a very successful specialist portraiture studio
with his wife, Veronica. Over the years Lou's photography
has developed from traditional Photojournalism to Visual Art
as his lecture will show.
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The Lecturers
Terry Carew FPSSA, the current President of PSSA, and
Editor of Image has a long history of service to the Society.

He is a past winner of the Agfa awards and holds several
honours from PSSA. His primary photographic focus is nature
and has pursued his hobby in most of South Africa and the
neighbouring states. He is keen on entering salons and his
lecture, Defining the Moment, will be a MPSSA application.

Michael Flemming APSSA is a qualified goldsmith who also
plays the classical guitar.

He has been taking pictures for the last 15 years and has
experience in various aspects of photography. He holds two
Associateships from PSSA, one in colour slides and the other
in Visual Arts, his lecture will explore the field of
"Alternative Photography".

Tinus Mathee studied photography at Technikon and is
busy pursuing an academic career at Vaal Triangle Technikon
in the field of photography.

He is particularly interested in documentary images but is
also an exponent in the audio visual field. He initiated the
digital process within the department in the early 1990s and
will talk about the digital process.
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Exhibitions
In order to share ideas and inspirations we have invited
photographers from South Africa and abroad to. exhibit
their work. Our thanks to all whose images are on display.

ROMANIA -Jakob Tibor EFIAP/B, Hon APSG
Gypsies - the unknown people living among us

LATVIA - Aivars Akis EFIAP, Hon EFIAP
Latvia - in its ethnographical culture and its nature

AUSTRALIA - John Cooper EFIAP, FAPS,
James Thompson FRPS, FAPS

Gary Weber MFIAP, FRPS, FAPS
Australian Wildlife ·

INTERNATIONAL
The Eastcape International Salon of Photography

SOUTH AFRICA
PSSA Honours & Awards

Frank Ward - Ward's Digital World
Rob Duker AIP, FIP- The Red Location
Garth Robertson FPSSA - Landscape
John Grosse FPSSA - Photo Travel

Dan Swart APSSA - Tableaux
Michelle Van Aardt - The Underwater World

HISTORICAL
William Roe - The History of Graaff-Reinet

IN MEMORIUM
Roy Johannesson

Brian Arnold
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FPSSA
At Congress each year time is set aside for an Honours
and Awards judging session. This session is open to
everyone and is usually followed by a judges report back
discussion.

M
p

Honours which can be applied for during the Annual
Congress include LPSSA applications in prints or slides,
MPSSA applications, Visual Arts & Published Works
applications.

5 · A consistently high standard of work is required for the
LPSSA, the level being based on that of a National Salon

S acceptance. A 1 Diamond rating, in the medium in which
the application is being made, may be considered a good

A starting point but is not a prerequisite

The MPSSA award, which can only be made to full Fellows, L
(i.e. not a Fellowship which was awarded for achieving
three APSSA's) requires the presentation of a panel and p
an educational lecture of the highest standard with salon
acceptances (or suitable alternative) as a prerequisite. S
Submissions in the Visual Arts category are to be in the S
form of a body of-work bcised on a theme or a personal A
photographic style. The panel must communicate a
personal statement about the subject, conveying a mood,
emotion or other meaning which goes beyond that of an
objective record.

APSSA
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PSSA
The Photographic Society of Southern Africa is
the officially recognized Body representing
photographers in Southern Africa. PSSA is an
autonomous Society and through its affiliations
with the Photographic Society of America, the
Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain and
the International Federation of Photographic Art
affords members contact with the international
affairs of photography.

PSSA aims to weld together the photographic and
associated efforts of individuals and clubs into one
strong unit.

The Society is controlled by a Board of Directors
elected by the members. The Annual General
Meeting and Forum are held each year during the
National Congress and members and visitors are
encouraged to attend and participate.

New members are always welcome and further
information is available from P.O. Box 6561,
Homestead, 1412 or email photosoc@global.co.za or
on our website www.pssa.co.za
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Cape Photographers
The Cape Photographers is a regional gathering of
individuals· interested in photography. While it is
run under the auspices of PSSA it is a totally
autonomous group and neither membership of
PSSA or a club is a pre-requisite for membership
of the Cape Photographers.

The intention behind the group is to combine to
enjoy and experience photography and to·
formulate . ideas and opinions and wherever
necessary to present a united point of view to
PSSA.

The Cape Photographers meet once a year at a
regional congress held in a small town within the
Cape Province. While membership is open to any
photographer living in the Cape, be it the Eastern,
Western or Northern Cape, visitors from further
afield are always welcome at our regional congress,
which in 2003 will be held in Nature's Valley.
Further information regarding the Nature's Valley
Congress is available from Elaine Whitcher 082
651 3375 or elainew@sie.co.za
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Monday 30 September

08h00 Registration - all day DH

08h45 Honours and Awards Judging JRT

10h30 Tea DH

11h00 Honours and Awards Judging JRT

14h00 Judging Report Back JRT

15h30 Tea DH

16h00 Visual Arts Panel Discussion JRT

18h00 Welcome JRT

18h15 Eastcape International Salon JRT

19h15 Official Opening JRT

19h30 Light and Brightness JRT

19h45 Candlelight Supper DH
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Tuesday 01 October
08h45 Notices JRT

09h00 Welcome to Graaff-Reinet JRT
Hermi Baartman

10h00 Ward's Digital World JRT
Frank Ward

11h00 Tea DH

11h30 Congress Photo

Little Boxes
11h45 • looking at & seeing photographs JRT

Dan Swart

14h00 Theatrical Illusion JRT
Barrie Wilkins

15h00 Tea DH

15h30 Theatre Dancing Workshop JRT

18h00 Theatre Supper JRT
All the World's A Stage &

19h00 Other Wild Rhymes JRT
Jill Sneesby & Barrie Wilkins
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Wednesday 02 October
Self-drive outings 

Sunrise Nieu Bethesda or
Cradock Mountain Zebra Park
Lunch & Tea included

How to Make Photoshop Fly
16h00 Advanced Photoshop Lecture & Workshop JRT

Jules Cohen
Or

16h00 Glassware Workshop DH

19h00 Notices JRT

19h15 Photographic Showcases JRT
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Thursday 03 October

PSSA DAY PSSA DAY PSSA DAY EN/E

Sunrise Outing to the Valley of Desolation

10h00 Tea DH

10h30 Notices JRT

10h45 Landscapes and Light JRTWillem Daffue

11h45 From PJ to VA JRTLou Coetzer

13h00 PSSA Lunch DH

13h45 MPSSA Application JRT

114h00 Defining the Moment JRT
Terry Carew

15h00 Tea DH

15h30 AGM JRT

16h30 Forum JRT

20h00 Honours and Awards Show JRT
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Friday 04 October
07h30 Audio-Visual : the way forward JRT

08h45 Notices JRT

09h00 Alternative Photography JRTMichael Flemming

10h00 The Digital Process JRTThinus Mathee

11h00 Tea DH

11h30 Live Judging of Rally Entries. JRT

12h45 Final Raffles & Notices JRT

14h00 Digital Image Making DHThinus Mathee
Or

Photographing Models DH
w

15h00 Tea DH

15h30 Digital Image Making DHThinus Mathee

Or

Photographing Models DH

18h30 Honours Get-together - by invitation only JRT
19h00 Honours and Awards Banquet DH
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COMMITTEE
This congress has been run by a team of

"Cape Photographers"
under the auspices of the Cape Directors of PSSA.

Congress Chairman - Jill Sneesby Hon FPSSA, FPSSA(Du), MPS5SA, AFLAP

Registrar - Marike Bruwer FPSSA - National Director

WESTERN CAPE
Antenie Carstens FPSSA, ARPS - Regional Director

Dinkie Marais APSSA - Notional Director
Helen Ireland APSSA
David Ireland APSSA

Ferdinand Bruwer LPSSA
Izak van Niekerk APSSA

Alwyn Roets APSSA

EASTERN CAPE
Barrie Wilkins Hon MPSSA, FPSSA(Dux), Hon FRPS, Hon PSA, FPSA, ESFIAP

I

- National Director
Helen Wilkins FPSSA

Ken Brown
RoelvanOudheusden
Elaine Whitcher LPSSA

Terry Smit FPS5A - Regional Director

PSSA
Derek Pearman Hon FPSSA, FPSSA

Shelagh Stirling LPSSA - Regional Director
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The New
Catting Edge

in Image
Quality

FUJICHROME
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EASY HANDLING AND USE
Both raw and exposed film are highly stable in storage,
and are compatible with worldwide-standard
CR-56/E-6 processing.

SUPER-FINE GRAIN
RMS granularity of 8, offering photographers significantly finer
grain than even low-speed films in the ;ISO 25 and 50 range.

EXCELLENT PUSH/PULL-PROCESSING
The new film maintains natural colour and contrast from a
-1/2 stop pull (El 70) to a +2 stop push (El 400).

VIVID, FAITHFUL COLOUR REPRODUCTION
Blues, greens and reds - the primary colours that first catch
the eye - show attractive brilliance and saturation.

RICH TONAL RENDITION
Highlights to shadows, Proia 100F (RDP II) yields smooth,
natural gradations throughout its tonal range.

EXTENDED EXPOSURE FREEDOM
In low-light situations, superior reciprocity characteristics
minimize changes in film speed and colour shift at long
exposure times.



THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
OF SOUTHERN AFRICA

DIE FOTOGRAFIESE VERENIGING
VAN SUIDER-AFRIKA

(Incorporated Association Not for Gain)

(lngelyfde Vereniging SonderWinsgrense)

Reg. No. 54/01845/08

Mr. Terry Carew FPSSA, President of PSSA
and

Mr. Barrie Wilkins Hon MPSSA, FPSSA(Dux), Hon FRPS, Hon PSA, FPSA, EFIAP

Chairman of Honours and Awards

Invite you to attend the Honours Get-together
In the John Rupert Theatre, Graaff-Reinet,

on Friday 04 October at 18h00.


